GOOGLE READER Cheat Sheet

J
K
Space
Shift + Space
N
P
O
Enter
S
Shift + S
V
T
M
R
U

Next item
Previous item
Next item or Page
Previous item or Page
Scan Down (list only)
Scan Up (list only)
Expand/Collapse (list only)
Expand/Collapse (list only)
Start item
Share item
View original
Tag item
Mark Item as Read
Refresh
Toggle full screen mode

Shift + A
1
2
Shift + N
Shift + P
Shift + X
Shift + O

Mark all as read
Switch to expanded view
Switch to list view
Next subscription
Previous Subscriptions
Expand folder
Open subscription folder

Combo Keys

G then H
G then A
G then S
G then T
G then U

Go home
Go to all items
Go to starred items
Open tag selector
Open subscription selector
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